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Apply
Ask students to write additional words on index cards: 
chin, chip, chick, inch, bench, chest, and chase. 
Remind students to write the words that begin with ch 
in blue ink, and the words that end with ch in red ink. 
Then ask them to add these cards to the piles they  
made earlier. 

 
 or Reteach

Play Simon Says with students, using words that begin 
and end with ch. Give commands such as these: Simon 
says touch your chin. Simon says do a cheer. Simon 
says pretend to eat lunch. Write all ch words on the 
board. Have students underline the ch in each word.

  3 Read Decodable Book 5 minutes

Use the decodable book Chad Is the Champ to have 
students practice reading words that begin and end with 
ch. Introduce the book by telling students the title and 
asking which words in the title begin with ch. Review the 
/ch/ sound at the beginning and the end of words. Also 
review the new high-frequency words after, before,  
and want.

During small-group instruction or during guided 
reading, you may wish to have a few students read 
the decodable book aloud to you. Monitor to be sure 
students can recognize and read words beginning and 
ending with ch and the high-frequency words. Tell 
students that they will read their new book during 
center time. 

  1 Build Words 15 minutes

Demonstrate
Review with students the digraph ch. Then draw on the 
board a sound-segment box with four sections. Write 
the letters c and h in the first section.

ch

Think Aloud If I want to make the word chomp, 
I say the word slowly and think of the sounds I 
hear: chomp, /ch/ /o/ /m/ /p/. The /ch/ sound is 
at the beginning of this word. /o/ /m/ /p/ is at 
the end of the word. Those letters are omp, so I’ll 
write those letters in the boxes.

Coach
Continue by asking volunteers to help build other words 
that begin with ch, such as: chimp, chant, and chips. 
Then erase the letters ch from the first section and write 
them in the last section. Tell students that they are now 
going to build words with ch at the end of words. Use 
these words: bench, munch, and ranch.

Apply 
Supply construction paper, marking pens, and scissors. 
Have students draw chocolate-chip cookies. Ask them 
to pick a number between 1 and 10 and draw that 
number of chips on their cookie. Then, for each chip, 
have students write a word that begins or ends with ch. 
For example, if a student draws six chips, then he or she 
should write six ch words. Students can write the words 
on the back of their cookies.

  2 Sort Words 10 minutes

Demonstrate and Coach
Read the rhyme “Lunch” again, tracking the print as you 
read. Then have students read it with you. Next, ask 
students to recall the words that begin and end with ch. 

Give students index cards and red and blue marking 
pens. Help them to write the words from the rhyme that 
begin with ch in blue and the words that end with ch in 
red. Ask students to divide the cards into two groups.

Apply and Assess
Independent Practice Use Blackline Master p. 101 to 
give students more practice identifying words with ch. Be 
sure students understand the activity directions. Have them 
complete the page during center time.

 
 or Reteach

Supply crayons, marking pens, and white paper plates. Have 
students draw pictures of their favorite ch foods on the 
plates. Items might include cheeseburgers, chips, chicken, 
chocolate, chocolate chip cookies, chili, sandwich, cheese, 
and cherry or peach pie. Have students draw and label their 
pictures and circle the ch in each word.

  3 Teach High-Frequency  
Words 5 minutes

Write the high-frequency words before, after, and want on 
the board. Read them aloud and use each one in an oral 
sentence. Then ask students to make their own sentences with 
the words. Spell and cheer the words with students as you add 
them to the high-frequency Word Wall.

 

Several times during the day, say words with ch. 
Have students repeat each word and tell whether 
the /ch/ sound is at the beginning or the end of  
the word.

  1 Connect Sounds to Symbols 10 minutes

Demonstrate
Write the rhyme “Lunch” on chart paper. Have students listen 
for words that begin with /ch/ as you read the rhyme, tracking 
the words. As students name the words they hear, frame them. 
Repeat, having students listen for words that end with /ch/. 
Help students see that the /ch/ sound is made with ch. 

Coach
Have students play Hot Potato. Set up a tape or CD player. Ask 
students to sit in a circle, and give one of them a beanbag. 
Tell students to pass the beanbag to each other while you 
play music. When you stop the music, the student holding the 
beanbag should say a word that begins with the /ch/ sound. 
After several students have named words that begin with the 
sound, have them list words that end with the /ch/ sound. If 
students need help, have them look at the rhyme for ideas.

Apply 
Supply drawing paper and crayons and marking pens. Have 
students draw a picture of a picnic lunch featuring foods that 
begin or end with ch. Tell students to label each of their foods. 
Remind students that they can look at the rhyme for help with 
different food names.

  2 Blend Sounds 5 minutes

Demonstrate
Have students look again at the rhyme “Lunch.” Point to 
lunch and demonstrate how to read the word by blending the 
sounds.

Think Aloud When I see the letters l-u-n-c-h, I think of 
the sound that each letter stands for. Then I blend the 
sounds together: /l/ /u/ /n/ /ch/, lunch.

Coach
Write the following words on the board: champ, chip, chant, 
chop, munch, pinch, bench. Ask students to read each word 
with you by blending the sounds for letters. Have volunteers 
underline the ch in each word.

Now it’s your turn. Listen as I say other words from the 
rhyme. I am going to say each word in two parts. You 
repeat the parts and then blend them together to say 
the word. Have students repeat the two parts in each word, 
then blend the parts to say the word.

l-unch (lunch)  sand-wich (sandwich)
cher-ry (cherry)  hun-gry (hungry)
in-sides (insides) ch-arge (charge)

Apply and Assess
Independent Practice Use Blackline Master p. 103 to give 
students more practice hearing ch at the beginning and ending 
of words. Be sure students understand the activity directions. 
Have them complete the page during center time.

Sound Center Place the Picture Cards bird, sandwich, 
watch, fox, chair, chicken, and whistle in a pile on the table. 
Decorate a shoebox to look like a treasure chest. Have partners 
take turns choosing a card. If the name of the picture on the 
card begins or ends with the /ch/ sound, the student should put 
the card in the treasure chest. Partners should continue until all 
cards with the /ch/ sound are in the chest.

 
 or Reteach

Say the following words and have students point to themselves 
or objects in the room to identify each word you say: chin, 
cheek, chest, chair, chart. Then have students act out these 
words: reach, stretch, munch, touch, cheer.  Say each word 
slowly, stressing the sound /ch/. Have students repeat each 
word and tell whether they hear the sound /ch/ at the beginning 
or the end of the word.

  1 Hear and Say the Sounds 10 minutes

Demonstrate
Read aloud the rhyme. As you read, stress each /ch/ sound. 
Then say the word cheese. Ask students what sound they hear 
at the beginning of the word. Say the word lunch and ask what 
sound they hear at the end of the word. Help students identify 
the sound /ch/.

Model the placement of the tongue and lips for making the 
sound /ch/. (See the Program Overview for pronunciation 
strategies.) Then use a procedure such as the following to help 
students focus on making the /ch/ sound. Explain that /sh/ is the 
quiet sound and /ch/ is the loud sound. For example, when we 
sneeze, we say ah-choo.

Listen to the sound I make: /ch/, /ch/. Make the sound 
with me: /ch/, /ch/. Where is your tongue? What is your 
mouth doing? What do you feel when you make the 
sounds? Let’s put the sounds with this sound: /e/.
/ch eeeee/. Now let’s put it with another sound: /oo/.
/choo/.

Coach
Tell students that you will say some words. Have them cheer 
when they hear a word that begins with the same sound as 
cheer. Use words such as these: cat, chip, chin, hip, chief, 
house, change, crash. Now tell students that you will say other 
words and they should touch their nose when they hear a word 
that ends with the same sound as touch. Use words such as 
these: beach, has, bird, which, man, match. 

  2 Segment and Blend Sounds 5 minutes

Demonstrate and Coach
Listen as I say a word from the rhyme: ch-eese. Now I 
am going to say both parts of the word again slowly: 
ch-eese. When we blend the two parts together, we can 
figure out the word: ch-eese, cheese. 

Lunch
A sandwich with cheese, a peach, cherry punch—
I’m hungry right now! I want to eat lunch!
My insides are churning. They growl like a bear.
So I charge to the table and reach for a chair.




